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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Functional neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) can restore standing capabilities following spinal cord injury.
Feedback control of these systems can optimize performance by reducing the required upper extremity support. However, tuning
these control systems can be intensive and clinically inconvenient.
OBJECTIVE: This case study investigated a clinical method to efficiently tune feedback gains for a control system utilizing
feedback of total body center of mass acceleration to modulate stimulation levels to targeted paralyzed musculature of the lower
extremities and trunk.
METHODS: Gains for this control system were tuned to minimize the stabilization loading by one arm against internal postural
perturbations volitionally-generated during manipulation of an object using the other arm. An algorithm based on a modified
form of the Newton-Raphson method was employed to find the optimal feedback gains with lower subject effort than that to
determine the original tuning curves.
RESULTS: This method accurately (<6.2% error) approximated the optimal gains with 70% fewer manipulations by the subject.
CONCLUSIONS: These results suggest that optimal feedback gains for the specific FNS control system can be determined
systematically with considerably less effort than heuristic gain tuning. This demonstrates the potential for devising simple,
convenient methods for effective system re-tuning during clinical usage.
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1. Introduction

Functional neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) is a
clinically proven intervention to restore basic standing
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capabilities for individuals with complete spinal cord
injury (SCI) [4]. Current clinical implementation of
FNS standing systems involves application of contin-
uous, open-loop stimulation to extensor musculature
at the knees, hips, and trunk. Users need to stabilize
against postural perturbations by applying loads on an
assistive device (e.g., walker) with their arms. This
accelerates upper-body fatigue and compromises the
ability to perform functional standing tasks such as
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reaching and manipulating objects. Previous studies
have examined feedback control to modulate stim-
ulation and produce automatic postural corrections
against disturbances [2, 6, 7]. However, these investiga-
tions restricted control to single joints and constrained
planes of movement. Approaches involving simulta-
neous control of multiple joints and unconstrained,
three-dimensional (3-D) movements would hasten
clinical acceptance of closed-loop FNS standing. To
this end, our group has developed control systems that
modulate stimulation to muscles spanning the ankles,
knees, hips, and trunk for comprehensive standing
balance. We have demonstrated that feedback control
can notably reduce the upper extremity (UE) loading
required to stabilize against postural perturbations up
to 50% in computer simulation [8–10] and 27–33%
under live-subject conditions [12, 13] compared to
constant muscle excitation levels. While the proce-
dures implemented to heuristically tune the feedback
gains for these controllers were appropriate for initial
evaluations, their repeated implementation would be
clinically inconvenient by requiring substantial subject
time and effort for periodic re-tuning over long-term
usage. This paper demonstrates that a more efficient
clinical method to determine the optimal feedback
gains of FNS control systems for standing utilizing 3-D
accelerations of the total body center of mass (COM) as
feedback is feasible given presumably concave profiles
of the gain tuning curves.

2. Methods

2.1. Subject with SCI and FNS control system

The subject was a 54-year old female with com-
plete thoracic-level (T4) spinal cord injury. She utilized
an FNS standing system that included an implantable
stimulator-telemeter [3] and controller employing
COM acceleration feedback [12, 13]. While standing,
the subject accessed a support device with instru-
mented handles to actively track the UE loading
applied to resist postural disturbances (Fig. 1). The
FNS system incorporated channels of either intramus-
cular or surface stimulation applied bilaterally to the:
erector spinae*, gluteus maximus, gluteus medius*,
rectus femoris*, semimembranosus, thigh adductors*,
tibialis anterior*, triceps surae*, and vasti. The chan-
nels denoted by ‘*’ were under feedback control, while
the remaining outputted constant stimulation for stand-

Fig. 1. Individual with complete, thoracic (T4) level spinal cord
injury standing with stimulation to musculature spanning trunk and
lower extremities. She stabilized with her left hand while performing
manual slide-shifts of an object with her right hand.

ing maintenance. Measurements from body-mounted
3-D accelerometers were input to a linear regres-
sion model to estimate feedback COM acceleration
in the anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML)
dimensions relative to a globally-fixed anatomical ref-
erence frame. Each COM acceleration feedback value
was multiplied by a respective constant gain before
driving an artificial neural network (ANN) to produce
changes in muscle stimulation to counter those accel-
eration effects. The relationship between gain value,
feedback-input, and stimulation-output is summarized
in the following controller relationship:

S̄(t) = H(KAP ∗ accAP (t), KML ∗ accML (t)) (1)

where ‘S̄(t)’ is a vector containing the stimulation lev-
els of all targeted muscles at each time instance ‘t’, ‘K’
is the gain value multiplying the respective accelera-
tion value ‘acc’ used as feedback-input at ‘t’, and ‘H’
represents the input-output transformation by an arti-
ficial neural network. Similar to classical proportional
control, the target feedback-inputs were multiplied by
respective gain values prior to transformation to the
actuation output variable. In this case, the transfor-
mation was non-linear and black-box via the artificial
neural network trained to relate changes in induced
acceleration of the total body center of mass to opti-
mal stimulation levels as described in [13]. The control
system essentially acted as a closed-loop, error-driven
controller whereby total body center of mass accel-
eration was the feedback variable and control actions
continued until feedback values became zero.
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Fig. 2. TOP: Subject manually slide-shifts (dark/light arrow is initial away/return direction) an accelerometer along either the medial-lateral
(ML, pictured left) or anterior-posterior (AP, pictured right) dimension. BOTTOM: Third-order polynomial fits for normalized upper extremity
(UE) loading versus gain from [12, 13].

2.2. Gain tuning curves from prior investigations

Investigations to determine the optimal feedback
gains that minimize the UE loading this subject
applies with her left hand to stabilize against postural
perturbations were previously conducted and detailed
in [12]. Salient content is summarized in this sec-
tion for appropriate context. First, optimal feedback
gains to resist externally-applied, systematic postu-
ral perturbations enacted by linear actuators were
determined [13]. Second, these gains were adjusted
(pre-multiplied) by optimal gain scaling factors for
operation during internal (i.e., generated volitionally
by the subject herself) perturbations from right-side
reaching and slide-manipulation of a light-weight
object as described in [12]. In searching for scaling
factors to multiply previously determined gain values,
it was presumed that the optimal gains identified for
the same subject to resist external perturbations would
serve as ideal initial conditions to achieve fast conver-
gence upon optimal scaling factors unique to the task
of slide-shifting. Ultimately, each scaling factor (SF)
produced a new gain value (K) to multiply respective
feedback-input prior to ANN transformation as fol-
lows: Knew = SF ∗ Kprevious. The slide-shifts served

as well-controlled surrogates to functional activities
of daily living to initially test controller performance.
Each slide-shift consisted of moving a light-weight
object (accelerometer) between ruler guide-rails from
a starting position, to a target-away, and immediately
back to the starting position in either the AP or ML
dimension (Fig. 2, TOP). The subject performed 20
shifts at a particular gain scaling factor (0.0, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0) for each dimension while left-
side UE loading was continuously monitored. Offline,
the mean UE loading at each scaling factor was cal-
culated and normalized such that the maximum mean
UE loading value equaled 1. A 3rd-order polynomial
was fit to these mean values for each dimension, and
the minimum of each polynomial tuning curve served
as the optimal gain scaling factor (0.6 for AP, 1.6 for
ML, see Fig. 2, BOTTOM).

2.3. Modified Newton-Raphson algorithm to find
optimal feedback gains

Since the tuning curves from [12] exhibited sim-
ple concave basin profiles, it was hypothesized in this
study that an adaptive algorithm with simple iterative
root finder could be employed clinically to effectively
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determine the optimal gain values with considerably
less subject effort. A modified form of the Newton-
Raphson method [5] was developed to converge upon
the minimum of each presumed tuning curve. For
calculating the next iteration gain scaling factor, the
following equation was executed:

xk+1 = xk − Ckf ′(xk) (2)

k = index for current iteration
xk = gain scaling factor for current iteration
xk+1 = gain scaling factor for next iteration
f ′(xk) = derivative of mean UE loading at xk

C = 0.90, step contraction factor to hasten conver-
gence.

This formulation is modified from classic Newton-
Raphson given inclusion of the contraction factor and
omission of the second derivative (i.e., f ′′(xk)). The
contraction factor was employed to hasten conver-
gence, and the second derivative was not calculated
due to computational expense (i.e, requiring more trial
data) and heuristic observation that steps proportional
to f ′(xk) (i.e, f ′′(xk) = 1) consistently yielded accept-
able convergence.

Each trial-run of the algorithm began with the gain
scaling factor set equal to 1 for the first test iteration. To
begin the iteration, the subject performed three consec-
utive slide-shifts. During the shift periods, defined as
intervals over which the total estimated COM accelera-
tion exceeded 100 mm/sec2 for at least 100 consecutive
msec plus an additional 500 msec, the changes in left-
side UE loading from the beginning of the period were
tracked. The subject continued to perform shifts until
the standard deviation for mean UE loading across the
shift periods was below 1 Newton (N) or a maximum
5 shifts performed. The mean UE loading at the gain
scaling factor ‘x’ for iteration ‘k’ was recorded as UEk.
To complete the iteration, this process was repeated at
gain value 0.1 greater than xk with the UE loading
recorded as UE+

k to compute the function derivative
value in (1) with:

f ′(xk) = UE+
k − UEk

0.1
(3)

This iterative process continued until satisfaction of
the convergence criterion, whereby the change in the
cumulative moving average of xk was <0.01. A total
of three trial-runs were performed in each dimension
for this subject.

3. Results

Sample UE loading and corresponding COM accel-
eration data during five AP slide-shifts are shown in
Fig. 3. Dynamic loading applied by the left arm to sta-
bilize during the shifts ranged from 0 to 25 N and the
average loading was 9.9 N. The mean change in UE
loading across shift periods was 3.77 ± 0.73 N. The
mean total body COM acceleration during a trial-run
was 160 ± 106 mm/sec2. Each shift clearly produced
a distinct burst of changes in COM acceleration from
which muscle stimulation levels were modulated.

The results of three trial-runs in each dimension
(AP, ML) are seen in Fig. 4. In all trial-runs, conver-
gence occurred in either 5 or 6 iterations. Using the
initial value of 1, every trial-run adjusted the gain scal-
ing factor towards the expected optimal values of 0.6
and 1.6 in the AP and ML dimensions, respectively,
as previously determined [12]. The gain scaling fac-
tor converged (final value) between 0.59 ± 0.06 and
1.40 ± 0.13 in the AP and ML dimensions, respec-
tively. These final values were consistent with the
respective optimal scaling factors from [12] with
average differential of only 6.2% across all 6 trial-
runs. Furthermore, mapping these gain differentials to
changes in UE loading according to the respective orig-
inal tuning curves corresponded to a change of <2% in
UE loading.

Fig. 3. TOP: Changes in left-side upper extremity (UE) loading to
stabilize during five consecutive slide-shifts in anterior-posterior
direction. BOTTOM: Corresponding estimate of center of mass
acceleration and tracking period (light trace). Note: Accelerations
<100 mm/sec2 displayed as zero. Shift periods denoted by shaded
areas.
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Fig. 4. Results for three trial-runs applying test algorithm to adapt gain scaling factor towards presumed optimal values (denoted by dotted line)
in anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) dimensions.

Each trial-run was completed in less than 5 min-
utes. The average total number of shifts the subject
performed across all trial runs was 41.5 ± 4.9. Com-
pared to the 140 shifts performed in [12] to determine
each optimal gain scaling factor, the average number of
shifts observed in this study represented a significant
(p < 0.001) reduction in subject effort of 70.4%.

4. Discussion

The results of this pilot study suggest that opti-
mal feedback gains can be efficiently and accurately
approximated with considerably less effort than heuris-
tic exploration across an entire range of gain values
as typically done with clinical tuning. Convergence
towards the optimal values expected was consistently
observed in both raw and smoothed scaling factors.
These observations demonstrates the basic efficacy of
the presented approach and validates the presumption
of smooth, basin characteristics of the tuning curves
(Fig. 2) previously identified in [12]. Demonstrating
basin characteristics of the tuning curves is of primary
importance for future developments of simple iterative
schemes for effective gain adaptation.

This scheme for adjusting gain factors had certain
parameters that were selected ad hoc (e.g., step contrac-
tion factor, initial value of gain scaling factor, number
of shifts to observe UE loading standard deviation,
etc . . . ), but these values could be specified more sys-
tematically in the future. However, these pilot results
still clearly demonstrate that a simple scheme can con-
sistently adjust the gains toward optimal performance.
Gains were modified in each direction independently
to shape the distinct fore-aft and medial-lateral syner-
gies observed for FNS standing [11]. The raw scaling
factors displayed some variability and oscillatory
behavior, necessitating use of a moving average to
determine convergence (Fig. 4). Considering these
values were driven by live human performance, this
type of variability is expected and the application of a
smoothing tool to isolate a global trend is reasonable.
While the optimal feedback gain values presented in
the current and previous studies have been based on
the performance of the same participant to consistently
demonstrate methodology, the need to develop fast
and efficient methods in customizing subject-specific
controller structures is further highlighted.

Previous studies have outlined the importance of
adapting system parameters according to time-varying
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muscle output [1], further highlighting the value of
a method that allows controllers to be re-tuned peri-
odically with minimal effort. This study represents a
promising basis from which to develop more sophisti-
cated techniques for gain adaptation. Other algorithms
(e.g., Levenberg-Marquardt, quasi-Newton) may also
be applicable to quickly compute optimal scaling fac-
tors. The basic testing paradigm presented in this study
is a critical first step in establishing that the system
would reliably converge. Furthermore, it is conceiv-
able that a simple device that mimics the laboratory
test apparatus could be constructed for periodic system
re-tuning during long-term usage at home.
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